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:: Using Hex Arcanum ::

INSTRUCTIONS

Hex arcanum is a complex outfit that is going to take some patience to use. It was designed to be
kitbashable... meaning, you can make multiple outfits in the one set, by using certain pieces, turning off
certain things, dialing up morphs, etc. Because of its nature, it has many overlapping things, many
options and many different ways to wear it. Therein lies the “secret magic”... for it is not just a mage.
Let's go over the included conformers. First we have clothing conformers:
First and foremost, please note that where there is overlapping items, you will need to use matching
adjustment morphs, if you are using adjustment morphs. Each item explains why and where.
Dress: This loads underneath everything, and it has two posable loin cloths (one in front, one in the
back) The loin cloths pose in a chain, so you can select the entire chain and pose at once (or do
individual posing of each joint) It also has adjustment morphs on it, which correspond to adjustment
morphs on other pieces it overlaps with (so do take note, when using adjustments, you will need to dial
the same named morph in on anything overlapping) You can also opt to have genesis 3 wear it by itself.
Boots: A pair of high heeled boots. The leg armor overlaps with the boots, so it has adjustment morphs
that correspond to the legs in addition to its own. Additionally, there are some style morphs that
change the boot – stiletto gives it a stiletto heel, and there is a fat heel too. There is also a round toe
morph, should you prefer that look to its default pointy toe. You can smooth out the wrinkles, as well
(though, this will work best with alternate textures, as the wrinkles are baked in)
Cloak: The cloak has 3 cloths on its back, all of which are chain rigged (once again, you can grab the
full chain and pose, or pose individual joints) As this overlaps with the dress, you will need to use the
same adjustment morphs on it that you do the dress (where it overlaps, of course) it has a style morph
that will lower the hood back, and make it look like its folded (as though she has taken the hood off
her head) There are 4 additional morphs to the hood back morph, which you will use when you have
her head bent forward, backward and to the left and right side. This will pull the hood out of itself, as
when you bend her head with the hood back morph on, the joints will push it way too far and into
itself. These latter 4 morphs are additive morphs, so you will use them in addition to the hood back
morph, but only when the head is bent and it pushes into itself. These are all located under style
morphs.
Gloves: A pair of gloves with a laced up closure. These load underneath the bracer plates, and will work
with them (so be sure to dial any adjustment morphs on both)
Then we have additional conformers that are plated armor:
Skirt: The armored skirt loads atop of the dress, and perfectly aligns. But you don't have to have the
dress loaded to use it, as you can load it by itself with the breastplate and any other armor you'd like.
Bracers: These load atop the gloves, with straps and plate. You can also load these on genesis 3 straight
and use the fit to genesis 3 morph (which will effectively tighten it to genesis instead of the underlying
gloves) And again, it has adjustment morphs that match the gloves, so when using them, be sure to dial
them on both.
Pauldrons: These load on her upper arms, and don't really overlap with anything. They have your
standard adjustment morphs.
Legs: These load atop the boots, but you can also use the fit to genesis 3 option to use them alone. Do
take note, as its overlapping, any adjustment morphs you use that collide with the boots, will need to be
dialed in both the boots and legs.
Breastplate: This overlays atop the dress, and as such, you will need to use the same adjustment morphs
on the dress. It also has a fit to genesis 3 morph, that will allow you to load the breastplate by itself
without the dress underneath it. It also has a morph that will smooth out the breastplate swirly
design. Recommend turning off smoothing for that option, however, as smoothing leaves a trace of the
design behind.

Panty: This is considered armor, because its metal plate textured to match the breast plate. It has a
morph on it that will smoothing the swirly design out, and make it look more like cloth. Recommend
turning off smoothing for that option, however, as smoothing leaves a trace of the design behind.
Aside, the set supports every single female morph that has been released on daz thus far. Each piece also
has adjustment morphs, for further tweaking where needed.

ADJUST TO GENESIS MORPHS The set can be worn different ways... The trick lies in special adjustment morphs that are called Adjust to
genesis 3. These are notably on the armor pieces that lay atop other things (such as the breastplate, the
legs, bracers and the skirt) Using this morph on these pieces will fit the item to genesis instead of the
underlying cloth, allowing you to load the armor by itself and use it alone at will. Do keep in mind
though, adjustment morphs may need to be further dialed in, when pairing this morph with other
character shapes (because of the nature of mixing, its hard to make every scenario perfect) I've tested
this and it should be relatively minimal (and smoothing does take care of a lot) but there are scenarios
where you may need to tweak with adjustment morphs.
Seem too complex so far? Worry not... I have included multiple wearable presets that will allow you to
load quickly. These not only load different pieces to give you a new outfit, but also load any fit to
genesis morphs you would need, and turns off certain pieces. While I have included these 5 to get you
started, there are even more ways you could change it up. The set was made for the kitbasher in mind.
The presets are:
Armored Mage (with this option, you can load the full outfit in one swift move)
Night Ranger (Ranger option with bracers for firing arrows, and the hood back with cloak cloths off.
fit for an elf or even a human)
Barbarian Warrior (Loads only metal plating, and greaves by themselves, with fit to genesis morphs
dialed in for you. This also loads barefoot for that raw look)
High Priestess (Loads the dress cloak and gloves , as well as the laced up option on the boots... for that
priestessy look)
Dragon Rider (Armored for riding the beasts, but leaves off the cloak and boots)

Materials:

The set has a lot of materials to it, and there is both iray and 3delight. In each of those folders,
there are full sets and partials, so you can really mix it up (or quickly load a full set)
There are 4 colors:
Hydra – Blue option, with purple iridescence
Firedrake – fiery option, which is red with orange iridescence
Drakon – Greek for Dragon , which is teal with green iridescence
Wyvern – purple predominantly with red iridescence
The metal plates all have three options: Patina, dull metal and shiny metal. The panty and
breastplate have additional options that change it from plate to leather (in the separate
materials folder) so you can load it by itself, but use cloth in place of metal. I don't recommend
using it with the rest of the outfit, since the cloth is the same and will cause it to blend too much.
Utility mats are also included, which turn off certain pieces:
Cloak – All cloths off
Cloak – hood off (leave the collar by itself, as well as the cloths)
Legs armor – knee plate off (this turns off the thigh as well)
Legs armor – thigh plate off (this will only turn off the thigh and leave the knee plate)
Panty – straps off (turns it into a c string, which is best used with the metal textures)
Skirt Armor – all cloths off
Skirt armor – back cloths off
Skirt armor – side cloths off
Transparency off options are also included for the dress, skirt and cloak (by default, they have
transparency that goes from opaque to transparent at the ends, giving them an airy look)

Poses:

The set would not be complete without poses, which are located in the poses folder in with the
clothing. They are magic casting poses. But these poses are tricky, as they not only control Genesis,
but they will also control the armored skirt, dress and cloak. They will make the cloths blow
around in different ways, and will ensure you get absolutely no collision at the same time. They
will also properly pose the feet for the high heeled boots (if you wish them to be flat footed, you
will have to zero the feet, alone)
Of note: The cloak has morphs on it for certain poses. This is because these poses are extreme
enough to cause the cloak to intermesh with itself, due to the neck and head bends. While it doesn't
do it on all, there's a fair few that will require these morphs to be dialed in. These morphs are
listed under pose controls on the cloak (in magic poses)
If you own the arsenal add-on, there are additional ones that control the poses in that set
(scepter poses, sword poses and ranger poses, respectively)
You wont need to dial these in. They are set up so the poses automatically do that for you.
However, when using different poses, you can use these to help any intermeshing that occurs

HEX ARCANUM ARSENAL

What set of mine would be complete without weapons? But this time, i've done it differently. While
the main set will give you 10 magic casting poses, the hex arcanum arsenal is a compendium of 3
weapons: a dragon bow and arrow, a dragon sword and a dragon scepter. Each weapon is
emblazoned with a 3d dragon.... and they capitalize on the ways the outfit can be worn, fully
transforming them into a ranger, a mage/priestess or a barbarian warrior. The set also includes
10 poses for each weapon – which also control the skirt, cloak and dress. Be sure to check it out in
the daz store.

:: other notes & requirements :

this set includes templates for every model in it, should you wish to make your own textures and
add-ons. they are color coded for easier use.

texture resolutions:
Textures are 2048x2048

promotional credits:
● Aeternitatis, Stonebed, Tears of Doom and Around the Lair by Danie and Marforno
● Sky backgrounds by didi_mc
● Krayola Hair by goldtassel
● Phantoms II, Lady Darkness Hair/Hard Liquor for LD Hair by me
● DAZ Dragon

:: quick reference troubleshooting :
• No known issues.

For further details on using the set, please see each section in this pdf.

you can contact me directly by email : ignisserpentus@damageinc3d.net

